GETTING TO BETTER KNOW THE MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMY

DR. PETER PRONYCH
Two-term Past President, CAPD/ACDP
Why did you choose to specialize in pediatric dentistry?
During the last two years of summer breaks in high school I worked at Camp
Easter Seal in Saskatchewan. Here I was responsible for looking after children
and adults with a broad range of handicaps and illnesses. In my final year at
Dental School when considering which specialty to take, Pediatric Dentistry
seemed like the logical choice as I felt that I had an ability to relate with children.
As it turned out in my opinion, I did have that ability to relate with children of all
ages.
Where did you do your training?
After DDS graduation from the Faculty of Dentistry, Dalhousie University I was
accepted into the Pediatric Dental Program at Ohio State University in
Columbus, Ohio. Here I completed the didactic portion of the Master’s degree
and a residency in Pediatric Dentistry at the Columbus Children’s Hospital before
returning to Nova Scotia where I went into solo private practice, joined the
Faculty of Dentistry, Dalhousie University and the IWK Hospital.
What do you consider to be your career achievements in Pediatric Dentistry?
• International Oral Health Consultant, World Health Organization – served in the Middle East and Malaysia
• Program Director & Coordinator, Canada–Egypt Children's Dental Program
• Coordinator, Dalhousie University, Faculty of Dentistry Outreach Service Based Learning Oral Health Programs in
Nova Scotia
• Full time Faculty, Dalhousie University, five term Head of Pediatric Dentistry, Faculty of Dentistry, Dalhousie
University
• Practitioner, Part Time Private Pediatric Dentistry Practice
• Active Medical/Dental Staff IWK Children's Hospital and Grace Maternity Hospital
• Coordinator & Chair, Educational Program, American Academy of History of Dentistry
• Authored and co-authored nine books about the Life and Times of “Painless Parker, Dentist”
• Two-term President of CAPD/ACDP (1989 -1992), served in all offices including editor of the Newsletter


Established the position of Executive Director on the CAPD/ACDP Executive Committee.



Successfully negotiated formal associations with the American Association of Pediatric Dentistry and the
Canadian Pediatrics Society.
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You were involved in a great deal of international travel during your career. Please tell us about this.
Initially, I was invited as a speaker at an International Dental Conference in Alexandria, Egypt. While there, I was
asked to enter into a dental project with the Egyptian government for Egyptian children. I was successful in obtaining
funds and a two-year program was initiated for placing sealants in precarious first molars of 11 to 13 year old children
in 5 Clinics in Alexandria and 5 clinics in Cairo, Egypt.
After the project in Egypt ended, I was invited by WHO to act as a short-term consultant to work with Dental
Departments in Lebanon, Bahrain, and Pakistan to develop specific dental programs to address their dental needs.
I also went to Malaysia as a consultant and speaker at the Dental Conference.
International development aside, I travelled to the United States numerous times to conduct research and
interview Jane PARKER Hewson for the books that my co-author, Arden Christen and I were preparing. As well, I
attended meetings of the AAPD, and Chaired meetings and presentations of the History of Dentistry Education
Committee.
This was all done while still discharging my responsibilities to the University, Children’s Hospital and my private
practice.

all made a difference.

Peter’s hobby is cars! He is standing next to his Ferrari at a car show

You are a Past President of CAPD/ACDP. How and why did you get involved in the association?
Dr. Ian Bennett, CAPD/ACDP President then asked if I would be interested in joining the Executive. I agreed
and went through all offices including two terms as President, Executive Officer and Parliamentarian before
retiring from Dentistry. I even produced a printed newsletter as secretary.
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Peter in the Royal Canadian Navy, prior to his career in Dentistry

Do you have advice for Pediatric Dentists today regarding ‘sharing knowledge and experience with
others’, and volunteering your time?
For the speciality of Pediatric Dentistry to advance and involve it is extremely important to share knowledge through
research and one’s clinical experiences with everyone in the speciality and outside of dentistry. Otherwise time will
pass Pediatric Dentistry by if it doesn’t keep pace with the latest advancements.
I have found great satisfaction, perhaps the greatest of volunteering in all my committee work, and my international
dental projects, as I didn’t get reimbursed for those programs. It gave me varied and diverse interests which kept
my inquisitiveness alive and keen.
On that note, please highlight some of the volunteer roles you undertook over the course of your career?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President of the Atlantic Chapter - Canadian Society of Dentistry for Children
Member of the C.D.A. Dental Aptitude Testing Evaluation Team (chalk–carving); designed a
standardized system of test exercises, standardized the marking and scoring system, and developed a
handbook for chalk-carving evaluators,
Member of the Survey Team to conduct accreditation of the Univérsite de Montréal, Faculty of
Dentistry Postgraduate Pediatric Dentistry program on behalf of the Commission of Dental
Accreditation at Montréal, QC, 23–25 February,
Specialty Editor & Contributor–Preventive Dentistry Section of the Journal of the Canadian Dental
Association.
Liaison officer for the media, hosted series on Dental Education on radio and T.V.
Specialist representative on the Nova Scotia Dental Association and member of Executive Society of
Dental Specialists of Nova Scotia
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry: member on the Board of Trustees, Public and Professional
Relations Committee, Subcommittee on Membership Diversification.
Editor of Atlantic Region Newsletter-American College of Dentists
Chair - Teaching Dental History Committee-American Academy of the History of Dentistry
Nova Scotia Council on Smoking and Health
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Tell us about Painless Parker and how you got involved in writing about him? Based on his career, do
you have any “lessons” for Pediatric Dentists?
As it happened, in my third year of Dental school we were given an assignment in Dental Ethics. During my research
I came across a newspaper article about a renegade dentist from New Brunswick called Painless Parker. I became
hooked to know more about this outcast of Dentistry. Several years later I met Dr. Arden Christen and we joined up
as partners to discover more about Painless. The end result, some sixty years later: two hard copy books were coauthored with Arden while I further authored seven other offshoots in eBook form on the Apple book store.
My advice: don’t be afraid to think and go beyond the box.

Arden Christen (Co-Author) and Peter, interviewing Jane PARKER Hewson, Painless Parker's daughter

What is the most misunderstood aspect about Pediatric Dentistry?
That’s a hard question to respond to with any credibility. Unfortunately it appears that many general dentists seem
to think there is no need for the speciality. We have a hard sell ahead trying to educate the need for the speciality
and the complicated cases we encounter.
Gazing at the Crystal Ball, what innovations in the profession do you foresee (or dream about) for the
future?
My crystal ball is cracked as to what I see when I look into it. As long as there is the excessive amount of sugar in
prepared food, and the confectionary industry keeps producing more tempting and mouth-watering sweets, there will
always be dental caries. So I see more innovations in treating and trying to prevent caries. I’m afraid that more and
more community fluoridation programs will go by the board as the environmentalists actively campaign against the
use of fluoride in the water.
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Peter and Joanne, married for 55 years

As you seem to lead a fairly busy life, what do you do to relax and unwind?
I have been extremely busy with my outside many interests and hobbies. To mention a few of my collections, I have
a large die-cast model airplane collection, a large library of aircraft books and a large vinyl record and CD collection.
I produce my own CD’s from vinyl records in my mini recording studio. I also make home DVD’s from movies and
photos that I have taken. As a You Tube contributor, I have uploaded 460 eclectic videos and slide shows. Since
my teenage years I have been an avid photographer and camera collector. Joanne and I are hobby car collectors
owning four old cars and showing them. Incidentally Joanne still has her original 1964 blue Comet convertible —
original owner, original condition, not restored and “original husband”!

Peter, Joanne and the grand-children,
Zoe, Coral and Perry

Peter and daughter Gilda a Fellowship Trained Geriatric Dentist
(and married to Richard, a Dental Hygienist with degree)

